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INTRODUCTION

The Cornish were so stereotypically associated with hard rock mining during its golden age in the American West that one joking definition of the word 'mine' was 'a hole in the ground with a Cornish man at the bottom'. A mine was the intersection of natural geological features (a hole in the ground) and cultural ethnic ones (the Cornish man at the bottom). For the Cornish, too, what it meant to be Cornish stood at the intersection of ethnicity and geology, nature and culture. The Cornish diaspora turned their ethnicity into a claim on technical expertise in hard rock mining that in the nineteenth century made a Cornish miner a necessary adjunct to mines all over the world. Nor was the claim entirely ungrounded. Cornwall was the place where hard rock mining was pioneered in all its aspects; not merely technical, but also financial and even superstitious ones. The institutions associated with Cornish mining went wherever Cornish miners went, which is to say, everywhere and anywhere there was a hole in the ground, for the Cornish were a very migratory people. Cornish identity was a very saleable commodity, a set of claims of expertise over hard rock mining, that guided the movements of the Cornish throughout the world.

In this article I am concerned with the superstitions of mining, specifically folkloric ideas about Jews and Fairies and Jewish fairies in Cornish mines. I am also interested in the changing social ontology that underlies these beliefs, including changing forms and formulations of anti-Semitism, as well as changing notions of nature and economy, from medieval to modern Cornwall that underlie these superstitions. But, in a move that will surprise no one, I will argue that these beliefs are embedded in technical and financial and other institutional aspects of their mining context. Part of this context is the rise of Cornish-style capitalist modernity. It includes changing ideas about nature and exchange that would bring dead Jewish miners to life as nature spirits, and then later, banish them from nature to the hazy supernatural half-life of folklore.

Cornish mining developed and spread with capitalism, or rather, was developed and spread as a specific local form of capitalism, a 'culture of capitalism'. This culture of capitalism included both things we now tend to think of as technical and natural, those relating to industrial production, as well as those social and non-natural things we think of as being essential to capitalist exchange, such as specific forms of capital and wages. But it also included things that were not so immediately pragmatic and utilitarian, things that belonged not to the natural world of brute facts, but some other world of beliefs and stories. These beliefs and stories involved certain kinds of spirits, specifically the ghosts of Jewish miners who were also fairies. In this article I will bracket specific problems of causation between these seemingly different and incommensurable worlds of production, exchange, and superstitious ideology, because such problems are vexatious and possibly artefactual, and simply discuss each sort of thing alongside all the others. The story is interesting enough, I think, to tell it in a principled and eclectic way.

Viewed in retrospect, then, Cornish 'mining culture' included what we capitalist moderns think of as purely technical matters, involving the socialization of nature, a labour process of production determined by the natural realities of hard rock mining, in which the Cornish were key innovators. Cornish mining culture also included matters we think of as purely conventional or social, matters of exchange such as indigenous methods of adapting this labour process of production to capital. In Cornwall, innovations in the organization of production and exchange included both unique methods in recruiting capital (the cost book system) and unique wage contract systems (the tribute system). According to this common sense view of capitalism production is divided from exchange as nature from culture. Both of these things, production and exchange, however, stand together in our common sense view as a kind of natural, real 'base' to a superstructural category of interesting but basically unreal things we call the supernatural. In this case, this includes beliefs in spirits and supernatural agents, spectral 'others', associated with the production process.

The Cornish culture of capitalism included all these different kinds
of things, and this culture proved able to move along with Cornish miners wherever hard rock mining was to be done. In terms of production, Cornish miners of the diaspora came to be known as 'Cousin Jacks', and Cousin Jacks were found in mining communities across the New World. A hole in the ground could not be dignified with the term 'mine' anywhere in the world unless a Cousin Jack miner was at the bottom of it. Ethnic identity and skill were one in the figure of the Cousin Jack miner. In matters of exchange, too, the cost-book system and the wage systems of Cornish mines, piecework systems like the tribute system, which shared risk between labour and capital, were introduced elsewhere in Britain and all over the world throughout the nineteenth century. Lastly, Cornish mining spirits followed Cornish miners throughout the world, creating an Atlantic 'faerie diaspora' that mirrored, or even exceeded, the real one. Here, I trace the mutations in Cornish identity and self-definition and the identity of their spectral others in relation to changes both in the labour process and the valorization process of capital.

But first, I need to introduce the basic folkloric narrative that I am trying to locate in terms of a changing culture of capitalism. I am going to give a short overview of this story. It begins in the sixteenth century with Cornish tinners alleging that the most ancient miners, what are usually called 'the old men', were Jews; in the nineteenth century, as mining moves underground, so do these mining Jews, but they become associated with ghosts and fairies called 'knackers' in the process; lastly, as these miners take their ghosts to the mines of the new world, they adopt the Ellis Island name of 'Tommy knockers' and their Jewish ethnicity disappears.

**GOING UNDERGROUND**
First of all, there is the problem of Jews becoming miners, then ghosts, and then fairies, in Cornish mining. It is frequently claimed that beliefs in underground mining spirits are basically universal, and there may be something to this. This is usually linked to the universally uncanny experience of the 'anti-world' of mining, the subterraneanness and danger of mining leads to all manner of superstitions, just as it is often said that sailors, vulnerable to the whims of the high seas, are very superstitious. The simplicity of the analysis does not mean it is wrong. If it is true it would be simply the natural, technical aspect of mining that is relevant to the analysis: when you go underground, perhaps deep underground as with hard rock mining, you begin to establish different, and opposed, norms for behaviour compared to that which exists above ground, and perhaps opposed belief systems. Taboos appear that oppose the surface world to the mining world, such as bans on whistling, the presence of women, making the sign of the cross, and so on, common amongst later Cornish miners. Maybe it is just because mines are frightening, dark and dangerous. It could be as simple as that.

Now, Cornish tinners have had beliefs about 'others' involved in production, called 'the old men' and often identified with 'Jews' and sometimes 'Saracens', long before mining itself went 'underground'. The immediate evidence for these predecessors was the wooden picks and shovels found in streaming (mining in streams), which were attributed to 'Jews' just as the ruins of old smelting houses (called 'Jew's Houses'), old styles of ingots, old mining works and in general all evidence of older styles of mining by 'the old men' (earlier miners using different technologies) were summarily attributed to Jews or Saracens. However, it was only when mining went underground, a move from streaming to lode mining, that these Jews moved from temporarily displaced deceased predecessors, the old men, to spectral contemporaries, nature spirits or ghosts. But they remained Jews. As Ghosts, they were uncannily both predecessors and contemporaries, ghosts of dead Jewish miners. Just as their technology (same function, different substance) was both similar and different, so too they were themselves present and absent, self (miner) and other (Jew). In the old world, these ghosts remained the ghosts of Jews even as they were assimilated to the world of fairies. In the new world, they ceased being Jews and ceased being fairies, and moved from being the anonymous spirits of the old men to being the spirits of the recently dead miners, specifically, those that died mining. Presently, they ceased to be anything at all, and died the second death of all spirits in a disenchanted world.

So the Jews became by turns ghosts, fairies and then nothing at all. But how did the old men, the anonymous mining predecessors, come to be identified with Jews? And why are the Jews always imagined as workers? We find 'Jews' as spectral others (whether natural predecessors or supernatural contemporaries engaged in the same activity as the self), in Cornish mining from the very start. As Victorian commentators historicized and naturalized these Jewish miners as real historical Jews, the fact that these were Jewish workers bothered them a great deal. By the nineteenth century, 'Jew' and 'Worker' were supposed to be non-intersecting sets. Therefore, Folklore must have 'got it wrong'. Victorians offered rationalizations of the Cornish beliefs that insisted that the Jews must have been involved in Cornish mining not as producers, that is, as engaged in the labour process of mining (that is, the actual concrete technical process of work), as the Cornish stories implied. Rather, the story goes, because they were Jews, they
must have been involved in the tin industry as merchants and usurers, in the valorization process (under mercantilism, this would presumably mean advancing risk capital against future earnings, and in general the buying, selling and smelting of the tin).

All of this assumes that when these stories arose an essentially capitalist working class of 'tinner' s could be distinguished from the other 'tinner's' who engaged in other aspects of the process. The folklore makes no distinction, just as everyone is a tinner who has to do with tin on any level, so we find spectral 'Jews' from the 'point of production' all the way to the market, where the Victorians felt Jews would more properly 'belong'. My argument here is not only that the earlier system did not have a clear distinction between production and non-production, workers and others (capitalists, for example, or merchants, but further, that the relevant distinction is a similar one, based on the distinction between a natural economy of farming (against which miners in Cornwall seem to have always opposed themselves, even if, as is likely they engaged in it 'part time') in which the product is an immediate use-value, and the 'unnatural economy' of mining, in which everyone who is engaged is only interested in the product as an item to be exchanged for money. Hence, it makes sense for everyone involved to stand to the 'natural economy' of the farmers as 'Jews' to 'Christians', money to useful things.

RISK: WEALTH AND DEATH
So, in this article I am interested in the supernaturalization of the stories of Jews so that Jewish miners come to be nature spirits. I am also interested in how Jews ever got to be involved in Cornish mining at all. And lastly, I am interested in how Jewish spirits are associated with different kinds of risk in mining. Roughly, Jewish spirits, called 'knackers', are good omens, guardians of natural wealth, indicating the presence of ore, lucky strikes and mother lodes, in Cornwall. In the new world, they are no longer imagined as Jews, or fairies, and they no longer guard wealth. These new spirits, the Tommeyknockers, instead are often the ghosts of miners who died from mining accidents, and they are portents of the risk of death.

As mining becomes specifically capitalist and moves underground, the 'Jews' are assimilated to the world of ghosts and faeries, and begin to be called 'Knackers'; 'Knackers' or 'Tommey knockers'. While the earlier 'Jews' were indicators, I suggest, of a 'unnatural' economy of mining, a whole trade that ran all the way from the Cornish stream-works to London, every link of the chain being at once an act of production and exchange, in the capitalist period production comes to be opposed to exchange within this unnatural economy (which is still opposed to the natural agrarian economy in which it is embedded). In a productivist ideology of capitalism, the production process is imagined as being a relatively natural metabolism between nature and culture, but fettered and subordinated to an entirely unnatural logic of exchange. The erstwhile spirits of exchange come to be associated with production within exchange, or production for exchange, nature spirits who represent the sorts of risks inherent in a labour contract that involves both natural variables and contractual ones. Accordingly, the spirits move from being associated with exchange to being associated with material production and material wealth, that is, the presence of lodes.

This brings us to a third change: the personalities and moral character of the spirits varies with the nature of the wage contract system. Miners working tribute systems (a species of internal contract piecework system in which the wage is directly proportional to production at some rate of shillings paid to pound value of ore raised), who therefore share the risk of the capitalist and have an interest in finding ore, have different views of the nature of spirits than those who work an simple time based system. In the former, the spirits tend to be associated as signs or portents of wealth, in the latter, they are signs or portents of danger. In the former, they express a category of risk with components that are both natural (the whereabouts of lodes) and conventional (the contract struck that month), accordingly the spirits themselves are hybrids, nature spirits and the ghosts of Jews. In the latter, with a time based contract, the spirits express the only variable that is likely to interest a miner working on the clock: danger and death. The category of risk associated with the supernatural does not change, but the question is what the risk is, wealth or death, spirits of wealth (tributing) or spirits of danger (time wages). The spirits become more malevolent as the miner's relation to production is increasingly alienated.

ALL ABOARD: COUSIN JACKS AND TOMMEE KNACKERS IN THE NEW WORLD
The last change in the spirit world is simply the one in which all the Old World associations are lost, and these spirits, now called 'Tommee knockers', move into every mine with the same authority as the Cornish miner, losing all attributes of fairies and Jews. As the Cornish move to the New World, Cornish identity in the New World becomes essentially an expression of technical experience. Cornish immigrants not involved in the Cornish pastime of hard rock mining quickly assimilate; those involved in mining retain ethnicity since this ethnicity is a claim on essentialized technical experience and skills.
Just as Cornish farmers and fishermen generally disappear into other ethnicities in the New World, so too their associated spirits (Piskies, Spriggans, associated with farmers, mermaids associated with fishermen) disappear. But the tenacity of Cornishness as a category of production ('Cousin Jacks') is identical to the tenacity of the mining spirits, who are also associated with production. The Tommyknockers come to control the mines on a supernatural plane as the Cousin Jacks do on the natural plane. Even non-Cornish ethnic miners can be found with Tommyknocker stories.

Now that I have told the story in outline, I should like to go into a little more detail about each of these transitions.

JEWS

'An ancient story I'll tell you anon,
Which is older by far than the days of King John;
But this you should know, that that red-robed sinner
Robb'd the Jew of the gold he had made as a tinner.'

Stories of Jewish miners appear with the very first narrative reports about Cornish tin-miners, generally called tinner, dating from the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. In any area in which mining has been pursued over long historical period, at any point in history, contemporary miners are going to encounter evidence of previous workings, what are generally called 'Old Men's works', the mining predecessors generally being called 'the old men'. In Cornwall, however, from the very start, these old men are identified with Jews. The very first chapter of the first description we have of the Cornish tinners is entitled 'Of the working [of] Tinworks by the Saxons which tinner call Jewes working.' The evidence of these Jewish predecessors itself was empirical, the presence of working implements in old works made not of iron, but of wood. In this period tinning was primarily for stream tin (stream works), and not mined deep underground. Our earliest author, Thomas Beare writing in 1586, disagreed with the tinner, believing that the old men were not Jews, but another heathen people, perhaps Saxons (I have modernized the spelling for the convenience of the modern reader):

'It appears by working of our tinner in Cornwall that the Saxons, being heathen people (when they inhabited our country) were skilful workers and searchers for black tin, which in those ancient days wrought not with spades and working tools made of iron as we have now in our time but all

of the hart of oak, they as got their tin and their blowing houses hard by their works and so made it white, for proof whereof diverse workers of our time have found their shovels, spades and mattocks made all of oak and holm in diverse and sundry places as they have searched for tin in old waste ground they have found white tin blown likewise... But whatsoever they were either Saxons or Danes or any other nations our tin workers... call and term their places by the name of the working of Jews.'

Thomas Beare disagreed with the tinner's that the earlier miners had been Jews, on the grounds that it did not make sense historically: first, all Jews were exiled from England in 1291, second, they were never granted any liberty to search for tin, and third, they never showed any interest in leaving cities.

This account is paralleled a generation later in Carew's Survey of Cornwall, of 1602. Echoing a tinners' myth ('a strong imagination') also mentioned in Beare's account to the effect that the distribution of tin is the result of Noah's Flood, Carew goes on to explain the way in which stream and moor tin lead to tin lodes, and the correspondingly different methods of working tin. Under this rubric he adds:

(The Cornish tinners) maintain these works to have been very ancient, and first wrought by the Jews with pickaxes of Holm, Box and Hart's Horn: They prove this by the name of those places yet enduring, to wit, Attal Sarasinz, in English, the Jew's of the east, and by those tools daily found amongst the rubble of such works... There are also taken up in such works, certain little tools heads of brass, which some term thunder-axes, but they make small showing of any profitable use.

Some such story about Jewish involvement in Cornish mines is repeated in every subsequent account, and Beare's doubts notwithstanding, it is transposed from a belief of the tinners to a historical fact by the nineteenth century. But even as the Jewish tinners are transformed into a historical fact, there remained something potentially bothersome about the story, summed up in the apparent oxymoron 'Jewish workers'. Nineteenth-century anti-Semitism could easily see Jewish involvement in the financial end of the tin works, perhaps in the 'natural' Jewish role as usurers and merchants, but certainly not working (unless they were slaves!). Some accepted the alleged fact of Jews in Cornwall, suitably emended from diligent workers to usurious merchants. The natural historian Borrall seems to be the first to
emend the account to see British workers exploited by Romans or Jews (the former engaging the mines under direct supervision, the latter acting, like the Phoenicians and Greeks before them, in a more indirect mercantilist fashion) always on the basis of natural historical evidence, never referring directly to folkloric evidence.32

In one of the workings here were lately found, about eight feet under the surface, two slabs, or small blocks of melted tin, of about twenty eight pounds weight each, of a shape very different from that which for many years has obtained in Cornwall; as they have no stamp on them, probably as old as the time when the Jews had engrossed the tin manufacture in the time of King John.33

So by their coins, sepulchres, and sacrificial instruments found in and near the ancient tin-works, (whether nothing perceivable could tempt them, but the riches of those mines) it is as apparent that the Romans worked those mines, or at least with their soldiers superintended the workmen. At this time the Britons had likely little or no property; they were working miners under their conquerors, but what regulations they were subject to is uncertain.34

By the nineteenth century, such accounts are continued, partially with reference to folkloric traditions. For example, Hunt's account of 1881 accepts the reality of the Jews, but stresses that they were not workers, but merchants:

Tradition informs us that the Christian churches upon Dartmoor, which are said to have been built about the reign of John, were reared by the Jews. Once, and once only, I heard the story told in more detail. They, the Jews, did not actually work in the tin streams and mines of the Moor, but they employed tinners, who were Christians; and the king imposed on the Jew Merchants the condition that they should build churches for their miners.35

Others accepted Jewish workers, but added that they were enslaved under the Romans. Still others, notably the linguist Max Muller, insisted that this was a "verbal myth", like many others, a "disease of language" resulting from false etymology.36

There is hardly a book on Cornish history or antiquities in which we are not seriously informed that at some time or other the Jews migrated to Cornwall, or worked as slaves in the Cornish mines. Some writers state this simply as a fact requiring no further confirmation; others support it by that kind of evidence which Herodotus, no doubt, would have found sufficient.37

Using the new methods of philological science, Muller explained away each of these verbal myths as mutations of ordinary words. Offering a true 'natural history' of discourse, Muller grounds these myths in an appropriately geological metaphor, explaining that languages change by a metamorphic process, which

"...consists chiefly in this, that words, as they cease to be properly understood, are slightly changed, generally with the object of imparting to them once again a more intelligible meaning. This meaning is mostly a mistaken one, but the word in its new dress and with its new character is frequently made to support facts and fictions which could not be supported by other evidence."38

Using philological arguments and verbal metamorphic processes, he dispenses with the Jewishness of such alternate places names as Marazion and Market Jew, as well as the Jews of Jew's Houses and the Saracens of Attal Sarazin, finding instead English reinterpretations of opaque Cornish etymologies: "Thus vanish the Jews from Cornwall."39

From all these varied responses we see that, one way or another, the Jewish tinners were turned into creatures commensurate with historical fact and natural history, most especially the latter, their behaviour was brought into line with the canons of 'natural' occupations for Jews according to nineteenth-century anti-Semitism. Beginning with the natural historians of the eighteenth century and continuing into the nineteenth century, in elite accounts, the behaviour of the Jews of Cornwall is made concordant with beliefs about the stereotypical position of Jews within a European economy, and the Jews are historicized and taken from a mythic or folkloric order into a natural, historical order. The result of these historicizations is that the Jews are reconciled with natural history, and the Cornish Jews are either explained away or their customs and habits reconciled with notions of appropriate Jewish behaviour.

What was it that is so distressing about 'Jewish workers' that caused some to turn them into ante-diluvian merchants? The problem
seems to be no such much the territorial incongruity of Jews in Cornwall, but rather that these Jews appear rather insistently as figures involved in production and not exchange. Nineteenth century political economy and industrial capitalism differs from mercantilism in that the structure of industrial relations clearly is divided into two great spheres, one of production, one of exchange. Production was understood to be human technical interaction with nature, ‘industry’, while exchange was understood a largely conventional world of purely social forms, ‘the market’. As involvement with production came to be a general measure of social worth, those spheres of the economy more distant from production, for example finance capital, were increasingly seen as unnatural and parasitic fetters on the real source of social wealth and whence social worth, production. This particular set of ideologies that links social worth to natural, material production is generally called productivism. The emerging productivist narrative of anti-Semitism places the figure of the Jew squarely in the parasitic world of exchange, and freeborn Britons in the intrinsically valuable role of production.

Anti-semitism changes as the interpretation of the economy does: nineteenth century anti-semitism was not medieval anti-semitism. Later rationalizers, living within a productivist universe, insist that what this account ‘must’ mean is that the Jewish tinner, a non-productive figure of monetary exchange and usury par excellence, among other things, was involved in mining as a mercantile interest, not as what we would now call ‘immediate producers’. But as we will see, the only constant factor in the figure of the Jewish tinner and his later supernatural form is that he is a figure of production.

But in these earliest accounts, before the Jews follow the miners underground and become sprites or ghosts, it seems we have a rather different opposition at work, embedded in a different understanding of economic relations, a mercantilist one in which production or technical aspects of labour process are not discretely separated and mediated once and for all from the social, conventional, economic aspects of exchange. In short, the opposition between industrial production (implying a uniquely identifiable group of productive workers) and monetary exchange (implying a group of owners, shareholders, merchant interests in opposition to the former group), is not easily identifiable and has no relevance to this distinction. This is partially because the different groups involved in tin production cannot be easily opposed to other another, and all activities involving tin, both ‘production’ and ‘exchange’, fade one into the other, forming a whole ‘trade’ of tinning. Different ‘technical’ aspects of the trade, from getting the tin, and processing it, and smelting it, and so on, are distributed across different groups mediated by a series of relations of.

monetary exchange as well: tanners dig for black tin and sell it to smelters who smelt it and sell it to tin merchants and so on. A tinner, then, is anyone engaged in the ‘trade’ of tinning from start to finish. The prototype definition offered by Beare is someone who by themselves does ‘the whole trade’, that is, takes the tin from the ground to the market, doing everything by himself. But under this definition, Beare complains, there would be few if any tanners. He then follows the tin-working from the ground all the way to London, and finds all those along the way to be tanners.40

Nor is there a divide in industrial organization at this stage between workers and owners at the point of production. A given tin concern is divided into shares called doles, at a rate of one dole per participant. The contributions of partners in the concern is at this point measured not in money, but in labour, each dole representing the labour of one participant, and at the same time, representing a right to one share of the wealth realized by that work.41 This labour can be given in kind or via a representative who stands in for the owner of the dole for the entirety of the year. In turn, one who is working the right or dole of another can put in another form of labourer, a day labourer called a Sappiard, to replace his labour on a daily basis.42 The relationship between labour and capital does not oppose adventurers or owners in the aggregate to workers in the aggregate, but rather, each share represents both an obligation to labour and a right to the proceeds, and each wage contract essentially involves delegating the labour represented by a single dole to some other worker over a longer or shorter period of time.43 The captain, in latter-day mines exclusively representative of capital, a manager, is ambiguous in function at this period, likely reflecting a highly uneven situation on the ground during the period, with enterprises ranging in size from small partnerships to large enterprises with something more clearly resembling an emergent capitalist form of organization. According to Beare, the captain must be a tinner working a dole, appointed by his fellows, and effectively acts as a representative of the mining group, dealing with the sale of tin, and equitable division of proceeds, which includes some managerial functions like assigned spales (fines) for missed work.44 According to Carew, writing not long after, the captain is a figure found exclusively in quasi-capitalist larger mines where there appears to be one adventurer with many shares: ‘If the worke carrie some importance, and require the travaile of many hands, that hath this name, and they their Overseer, whome they term their Captaine.’45

With the exception, perhaps, of these larger concerns, the organization of production does not serve to identify any specific group of people who resemble labour or capital, and the main form of
exploitation of surplus value at this period is mercantilist, involving advances of risk capital to working miners for subsistence by smelters, black tin merchants or white tin merchants. Therefore, the primary way that surplus value is realized is, in effect, usury, and this happens at each stage in the production and exchange process.46

So if the image of the 'Jewish tinner' is not keyed to a productivist opposition between material production, that is, industry, versus exchange, that is, the market (as it would be, for example, in National Socialist ideology), this is because the opposition between 'production' and 'exchange' is not 'visible' under this pre-capitalist social formation. Instead, we find spectral 'Jews' attending the entire tinner's trade from production to market (Jewish wooden tools, Jewish smelting houses and Jewish ingots), but most especially in the production end. What then does the figure of the 'Jew' oppose itself to?

My best guess is that the Jewish tinner is the opposite of the Christian peasant. The activity of the tinner, understood as every branch of the tin trade from production to market, is opposed to agricultural activities as unnatural to natural economy in the Aristotelian sense. That is, the goal of a natural economy, such as farming, is not value (expressed in the money form) but use-values (often immediate consumption). For such an opposition to exist it is not necessary for farming or mining to be exclusive full-time occupations or unchanging status, rather, it is much more likely that prior to industrial capitalism tinning was a side activity engaged seasonally: 'Each year, with spring ploughing and lambing past ... [a farmer-miner] would set off each day from about the middle of April ... [and] toil in the shallow trenches which represented his workings until July or August when the call of the harvest would return him to full-time work on his farm.'47 Farming differs from tinning as activities, in that the one has as its goal production of immediate use-values, production leads immediately to consumption, whereas the other production leads to exchange, the tinner desires money, not tin, unlike the farmer. Hence, all aspects of the tin trade exist under the sign of money, they are all related to exchange in that their goal is exchange and not consumption. As Beare and Carew make clear, the tin trade is shot through with usury as well at each link in the chain. Moreover, since norm is based on the economy of use-values, whose ends, human needs, are qualitative and finite, the economy of the tinner seems unnatural in that its ends, money, is measured quantitatively and infinite. Hence, we will see, the figure of the devil comes to be associated with tin-work as a figure of uncanny productivity. But it is more particularly the local tinner who must distinguish themselves and their activities from those of 'normal' Christian farmers. Other aspects of the subculture of the tinner reported by Beare, including an 'anti-language' called 'tinner's language' and various rituals expressive of solidarity, indicates that tanners and tin-work were at that time opposed as a marked activity.48 Presumably this is why the tanners claimed that the original tanners must have been Jews, because in a late medieval form of anti-Semitism, Jews were in effect not merely signs of usury, but money-oriented ('monetized') economies in general, including both what we later think of production and exchange.

The figure of the Jew, then, sums up and condenses the opposition between a 'Christian' natural economy, consisting primarily of diverse agricultural and pastoral labour processes that are united by a common teleology of autarchic subsistence, use-values produced for consumption, over and against an equally various set of 'Jewish' labour processes that are each performed not for use-values but as part of exchange. The former appears as a 'Christian' way of life, the latter 'Jewish'.

GIANTS
This would have been the case in the pre-modern period, in which involvement in the monetary economy would have been more anomalous. The tanners of Beare's period are forced to view themselves and their activities from the perspective of the hegemonic viewpoint of non-monetized peasant subsistence activities, standing as outsiders, 'Jews' to the backgrounded and unremarkable status of 'Christian' peasants.49 By the nineteenth century we encounter a series of stories in which the tanners are represented by a positive figure, Jack the Tinkeard (or Tinker), who stands in opposition to farmers who are identified with a race of pre-human Giants. The giants of these stories seem to represent undifferentiated agricultural labour expressible in strength as opposed to skilled labour represented by Jack the Tinker.50 Jack the Tinker is a kind of culture hero who comes to Cornwall from a land far away in a mythic time when Cornwall is inhabited by Giants. The land Jack comes from is also inhabited by giants, but these giants are tanners, unlike the farmer giants of Cornwall. Indeed, these far away giants seem to have been taught to engage in tinning by certain 'wise men' (Bottrell calls them 'merchants') who engage in what is a fairly obvious form of mercantilist exploitation:

He was bred in a country more than a month's journey to the East ... [H]e well remembered ... living on the moors amidst the hills with a company of men, some called them giants, who streamed for tin in those cold regions, where the hills were covered with snow a great part of the year. Merchants from a
city at no great distance, often came to the moors to purchase tin, and they brought the tinner’s tools and food in exchange.51

In this land [whence Jack came] there were many giants, who digged for tin and other treasures . . . Many, many more strange things did the tineard tell. Amongst other matters, he spoke of wise men who came from a city at a great distance from this land of tin for the purpose of buying the tin from the giants, and they left them tools, and other things, that the diggers required in exchange.52

The Cornish giants, by contrast, are dumb, strong, and use only the simplest of implements, knowing nothing of money, tin or tools. Jack is forced to teach them over and over how skill and dexterity will beat strength, and how the raw materials that surround them can be converted into wealth by skill: ‘Tom [the Giant] won the prize in all games in which brute force was more required than science: the tineard was always the victor in such as depended more on dexterity and trained skill than mere strength.’53 The Cornish giants are figures representing a kind of natural economy, they are ever satisfied with what they have, and see no reason to aspire for more, they clearly represent agricultural workers and farmers. These giants both do not ‘know tin’, and their desires are simple, limited ones that can be satisfied without recourse to monetized economies:

‘Look here you, Jack,’ says Tom [the giant]: ‘whatever could possess the old fools of giants to heap up such a lot of black and gray mining-stones against the wall? wherever could they have found them all?’

Jack carefully looked at the stuff thus laid bare, clapped his hands together, and shouted—

‘By the gods, it’s all the richest tin!’

Now Tom, poor easy-going soul, ‘didn’t know tin;’ so he could scarcely believe Jack, though Jack had told him that he came from a tin country.

‘Why, Tom,’ says Jack, ‘thee art a made man. If these banks are all tin, then there is enough to buy all the land, and all the houses, from sea to sea.’

‘What do I care for the tin; haven’t I all a man can desire? My lands are all stocked with sheep and horned cattle. We shall never lack the best beef and mutton, and we want no better than our honest homespun.’54

In fact, Tom and his wife find this whole notion of unlimited wealth, represented by the discovery of a form of wealth, tin, that was not immediately useful, but of unlimited value, to be extremely upsetting: ‘Tom and Jane professed to treat lightly the discovery of the tin, it was clear that they thought deeply about it, and their thoughts spoiled their appetites. It was evidently an accession of wealth which they could not understand.’55 Tom’s notions of wealth are rooted in immediate use values, not monetized in terms of exchange value. Moreover, this autarkic wealth of use-values is reckoned in having sufficient quantities of simple foods and goods, beef, mutton and homespun cloth, not unlimited quantities of qualitatively different goods, fancy foods clothes purchased with tin at market that Jack will teach them to desire by the end of the story.56

Aside from being simple in their tastes, ignorant of tin and generally suspicious of money, the giants are also quite strong, a feature which again opposes them to skilled workers like Jack the Tinker. Their first combat illustrates the principle that skill beats strength, though Tom believes that Jack is the devil:

The tineard showed Tom that he had no cloven foot, and told him that it depended more on handiness than strength to conquer with the single-stick; and that a small man with science could beat a big man with none. The tineard then took the clumsy bar of the gate from Tom, gave him his own light and tough blackthorn, and proceeded to teach him to make the easiest passes, cuts &c.57

Throughout the nineteenth century agricultural activities and physical strength defined occupations that were the bottom of any Victorian labour hierarchy. The properties that made an agricultural worker were natural properties that humans shared with animals, primarily physical strength and undifferentiated labour, while those that made a skilled industrial worker were those properties, skill and technique, that had to be learned and separated humans from animals. Such an opposition that opposed raw animal physical strength with agricultural workers (‘farmers’) and skill and dexterity with skilled industrial workers (‘miners’) is found across variety of skilled occupations on both sides of the Atlantic.58 These included sets of occupational myths by which skilled workers defined themselves over and against the undifferentiated, purely quantitative labour and strength of agricultural workers and unskilled workers called ‘Navvies’.59 These Cornish stories that oppose the Tinner culture hero Jack the Tinker to the simple and strong Tom the Giant resemble Paul
Bunyan myths of Western extractive industries, which, as Nancy Quam-Wickham shows,
reveal the folk and class values of Western workers, values that downplayed physical prowess in work processes reinforcing workers’ belief in skill as the most important and distinctive attribute of a competent, successful, and manly worker. Paul Bunyan, for all his superhuman strength, often failed in his efforts to harvest the wealth of the forests or bring in a successful producing oil well. In both settings, Paul’s actions often become blunders, and his persona borders on buffoonery.60

The older occupational mythology that opposed Jewish tinners implicitly to Christian farmers seems to revolve around the opposition of ends between a labour process whose goal is an ‘artificial’ goal of money (tinning, associated with Jewish predecessors), and one whose goal is a ‘natural’ economy of directly consumable use-values. The newer occupational mythology of Jack the Tinker also features a culture hero, a mythic predecessor, who comes from far away to civilize Cornwall, bringing with him changes not only in production (tinning and all manner of other skills), but also newer concepts of limitless consumption based on money and the market. Both of these innovations are confusing to the old order (the natural agricultural economy of farmers represented by Tom the Giant), who cannot see how skill can defeat raw undifferentiated strength, any more than they can understand a world of limitless desire, both in quantity and qualitative differentiation, brought by monetary forms of wealth. In this mythic world, it is the farmers’ turn to feel a bit out of place, assimilated to a dying race of stupid giants imagined from the perspective of a civilization process wrought by a tinner culture hero.

KNACKERS
If eighteenth and nineteenth-century elites showed a tendency to rationalize, historicize and naturalize the Jewish tinners as being creatures that could be understood in the terms of a ‘natural history’, the miners themselves went in the opposite direction, ‘supernaturalizing’ the Jews by assimilating them to other forms of supernatural alterity. By the arrival of the natural historians and Wesleyanism to Cornwall, elite and lay accounts, the account of the parson or the historian and the account of the tinner, begin to move in opposed epistemic directions, towards naturalization and towards supernaturalization, respectively, always with a sideways glance at the other.61 As one tinner told the folklorist Bottrell in the late nineteenth century: ‘I know the strangers . . . and grand learned folks like our [parson], don’t believe in [spirits] we [call] knackers workan in the bals [mines], and say that the noise, made by these old ghosts of tinners, is caused by water oazin out of a lode and drippen into a pit.’62

Ironically enough, with the advent of a unified concept of nature as a relatively monolithic, homogenous entity opposed to human artifice, nature spirits themselves would be banished from the realm of nature, replaced with natural explanations in elite accounts or banished to the realm of the supernatural in lay accounts.

As mining went from streamworks to underground lode works, and as the structure of the mines became more or less a recognizably capitalist sort of venture, the Jews of the mines also changed, they came back to life. Moving from being mythic old men knowable only through their tools and works, they came to be supernatural presences, and attracted to themselves all manner of supernatural attributes of ghosts, demons, and fairies. In the earliest period the ‘old men’, predecessors in the mining world, presented themselves only indirectly through material signs of their work, old tools, old mines, each of which was uncanny in the sense that they both resemble and differ from the tools and works of contemporary miners. The miners themselves were ‘other’ in two senses, that they were definitively dead and gone, and that they were ethnic ‘others’ who differed from miners in that they were Jews, but were similar in that, like miners and unlike peasantry, they were related to the unfamiliar and uncanny world of exchange.

We hear little of these Jews until the nineteenth century, when they reappear, sometimes through the same material signs, wooden tools, as before, but now they have followed the miners underground, and they have become associated with supernatural, spectral alterity. They are still dead, but not gone. For they are present in different spectral forms, assimilated in different ways to different forms of ‘supernatural’ presence, including ghosts, fairies, supernatural evils as well as empty superstitions. This oft-cited passage from Charles Kingsley’s novel Yeast: A Problem, shows the ways in which all these different features of fairies, Jews, ghosts and the devil (supernatural evil and hell) had become bundled together by the nineteenth century:

‘Well, sir, I got into a great furze-croft, full of deads (those are the earth-heaps they throw out of the shafts), where no man in his senses dare go forward or back in the dark, for fear of the shafts; and the wind and the snow were so sharp, they made me quite stupid and sleepy; and I knew if I stayed there I should be frozen to death, and if I went on, there were the
shfts ready to swallow me up: and what with fear and the howling and raging of the wind, I was like a mazed boy, sir. And I knelt down and tried to pray; and then, in one moment, all the evil things I’d ever done, and the bad words and thoughts that ever crossed me, rose up together as clear as one page of a print-book; and I knew that if I died that minute I should go to hell. And then I saw through the ground all the water in the shafts glaring like blood, and all the sides of the shafts fierce red-hot, as if hell was coming up. And I heard the knockers knocking, or thought I heard them, as plain as I hear that grasshopper in the hedge now.’

‘What are the knockers?’

‘They are the ghosts, the miners hold, of the old Jews, sir, that crucified our Lord, and were sent for slaves by the Roman emperors to work the mines; and we find their old smelting-houses, which we call Jews’ houses, and their blocks of tin, at the bottom of the great bogs, which we call Jews’ tin; and there’s a town among us, too, which we call Market-Jew—but the old name was Marazion; that means the Bitterness of Zion, they tell me. Isn’t it so, sir?’

‘I believe it is,’ said Lancelot, utterly puzzled in this new field of romance.

‘And bitter work it was for them, no doubt, poor souls! We used to break into the old shafts and adits which they had made, and find old stags’ horn pickaxes, that crumbled to pieces when we brought them to grass; and they say, that if a man will listen, sir, of a still night, about those old shafts, he may hear the ghosts of them at working, knocking, and picking, as clear as if there was a man at work in the next level. It may be all an old fancy. I suppose it is. But I believed it when I was a boy; and it helped the work in me that night. But I’ll go on with my story.’63

As this story shows, in the process of becoming spirits, the erstwhile Jews, now called ‘knockers’ or ‘knackers’ (after the sounds which form their main sensory manifestation), and their wooden tools, become associated with virtually every form of supernatural alterity, all forms of superstition and ‘old fancy’ are all rolled into one story. First and foremost, the knockers are cosmological others, associated here with the fires of hell. Elsewhere they are indirectly associated with the devil who shows uncanny levels of productivity with his wooden tools in one Cornish song which goes ‘Here’s to the devil with his wooden pick and shovel, digging tin by the bushel, with his tail cock’d up!’64

Importantly, this rather famous quote occurs in the midst of a conversion narrative, and the Knockers are associated with all the forms of supernatural alterity and false belief that are opposed to the righteousness of Wesleyanism (and, indeed, the sort of superstition that both Wesleyan supernaturalism and elite naturalism tended to eradicate). That is, they are not merely supernatural agents of the devil, they also stand ambiguously for phantasms conjured up by fancy and superstition as opposed to the beliefs of right religion. The narrator, a Cornish miner, goes on to make this connection between Knockers and the devil, as well as superstition in general, clear:

‘And I shook like a reed in the water; and then, all at once a thought struck me. “Why should I be a coward? Why should I be afraid of shafts, or devils, or hell, or anything else? If I am a miserable sinner, there’s One died for me—I owe him love, not fear at all. I’ll not be frightened into doing right—that’s a rascally reason for repentance.”’65

As well as being associated with the devil, knockers or knackers are predecessors who are contemporaries, that is, ghosts. However, they are not the named, known individuated familiar ghosts of the recent dead, they are a tribe of ghost of prior inhabitants, collective and unknown. They are also humanized attributes of animistic nature, like fairies.66 Like other fairies, these Jewish-fairy hybrids live in liminal spaces opposed to the everyday world, underground in mines. Mines are both spatially inversions of the normal world, resembling other haunts of fairies like piskies or pixies associated with meadows, swamps, wastes and unclosed and uncultivated land, ‘places frequented by goats’, the natural world beyond the cultivated world of nature.67 Knackers are fairies here in their guise as ‘nature spirits’. Knackers are also associated with inscrutable signs of prior inhabitants, the ancient mines of the old men, who worked them before Noah’s Flood are analogous to the stones and ruins raised by giants that are haunted by spriggans and bukkas.68 Lastly, knockers, like all fairies, guard treasure.69

In genre, too, knockers are like other fairies and spirits in being epistemic others: unlike flesh and blood ‘natural figures’, persons who are as at home in face to face contact as they are in reports and gossips about them, fairies can be encountered in first person un laminated narratives only indirectly, through signs such as noises or their tools. Their special haunt is narrative. They can be seen only through the eyes of others, in narratives that are always laminated by quotation, hearsay, and tradition. As narrative others, they are ever guests in the
speech situation, only at home in the narrated situation. As evidentiary others, they are never at home in eyewitness account, only indirectly perceivable in evidentiary modes from auditory, to circumstantial, to hearsey. As epistemic others, they are doubtful figures between belief and disbelief, fact and fancy, very much unlike normal flesh and blood humans. This quality of fairies, their distance from narrative and epistemic directness, is itself one of the strongest motifs of the fairy narratives themselves. Fairies hate visual contact, they hate prying and spying, universally punishing, often by blinding, those who seek a more direct epistemic contact than that afforded by narrative. At the same time, they also punish those who narrate them directly. In fact, much of the activity of fairies in stories is devoted to ensuring the epistemic and narrative indirectness of stories about fairies. An early commentator on the Tommyknockers, Fisher Vane, stated this as well as anyone before or after:

Of course you've heard of the tommyknocker. But have you ever seen one? Not on your life! Like their spirit kinfolk the gnomes, kobolds, pixies, imps and sprites, tommyknockers are invisible to adult mortal eyes. And in the nature of things, adult mortal eyes are, in the main, the only eyes that go underground. Wherefore, since members of this mischievous wing of the fairy race live nowhere else but underground, and never venture into the light of day, only by their deeds and noises do we know them.

As Vane notes, Knockers and Tommyknockers fall well within this set of behaviours, they are known mostly through their sounds, and they dislike direct visual contact with humans. The first story I want to relay is the most famous, the story of Tom and the Knackers.

**TOM AND THE KNACKERS**
The setting of the story of Tom and the knackers is an uncanny old mine, or bal as mines are called in Cornwall, associated with the 'old men' who worked it before Noah's flood, which is swarming with knackers and other kinds of fairies, including spriggans - who are associated with old men's works, abandoned ruins, old tools and treasure. Tom is a skilled miner from another district, familiar with the natural end of mining, but unfamiliar with the supernatural end, for he does not know how to treat the spirits. His failure to engage in reciprocity with the mines' spirit leads him into financial failure until he fixes the situation through the supernatural mediation of a conjuror.

[Tom Trevorrow] went to Santust [St Just] to look for a job and found work in Ballowal. Most people have heard of that queer old bal [mine], that was worked before The Flood, they say. There the old men's works, weth their deep open coffans (pits) may still be seen, just as they left then, only wash'd and run'd in a good deal one may suppose. That old bal, everybody in Santust will tell 'e, have always been haunted with knackers. And the burrows, in crofts and coves around, are swarman with them, and weth spirgans, wherever anything be legonailand to the old bal was buried. There these sprites keep everlastan watch, though all the old men's tools or treasures may be gone to rust, earth, and dust. One don't often see them, 'tis true, but only break ground near them and they'll show their ugly faces, as many have known to their cost.

Tom, a skilled miner, and not merely some unskilled refugee from the declining agricultural sector fit only for menial tasks requiring more strength than skill. More specifically, Tom is a tribute worker, working a tribute contract places him at the apex of the labour hierarchy in the Cornish mines. Working tribute contracts means that he contracts to take a part of the mine, called a pitch, on a piecework system for a given period of time. At the end of this period the tributer is paid in terms of a fraction of the value of the ore he raises to the surface, or 'grass', expressed in a number of shillings to the pound of the value of the ore. In effect, a tributer has an interest in the work lacking in other wage contracts, and assumes part of the risk of the adventurer by agreeing to calibrate his pay to the ore he produces. Pay becomes uncertain, and work for such workers has some of the gratifying properties of a game whose results and rewards are uncertain. This is important to all the knacker stories, because knackers are spirits who only appear to one class of miner, the elite, skilled miners who work on tribute contracts.

Tom settles into his new job and his new life in Saint Just, and it is not very long before he hears the knackers working the mine when working alone. The knackers are presented as being engaged in parallel work with the tinner, to the extent that, no longer 'old men' with 'wooden picks and shovels', they have kept pace with all the latest advances in mining technique, and have even learned the most recent methods of blasting!

Tom had heard the knackers workan, away at a distance, all the time he had been there, and took no notice of their noise,
but now that the boy stopped home, they came nearer and nearer every day, till he cud hardly hear the sound of his own tools with the din and clatter of theirs. As far as he could judge by the sound they were only two or three yards off, in the level close behind him, carryen on all sorts of underground work. Some appeared to be wheelan, some showlan, others boran; he could even hear them swab out their holes, put in the tampan, and shut (blast) like a pare (company) of regular tinners. Shuttan wasn't in vogue in their time, but they've learnt et.\textsuperscript{74}

While Tom is a skilled tinner in the natural end of the trade, he does not know how to deal with the supernatural knackers, and he offends them:

One night... Tom got quite savage to hear their confoundan clatter, with their squeakan and tee-hee-an in a mockan way, if he made false strokes, or a clumsy blow; and being a devil-may-care sort of fellow, he, without thinkan of anything, threw a handful of small stones, towards the spot where they seemed to be workan, and called out at the same time without stopan or lookan up, 'Go to blazes, you cusset old Jews' sperrats; or I'll scat (knock) your brains out, ef you aren't gone from here.\textsuperscript{75}

The knackers cause a small shower of stones in return, and when he begins to eat, they warn him in what sounds eerily like a children's rhyme that he can hardly make out because of their distant, squeakin voices:

'Tom Trevorrow! Tom Trevorrow!
Leave some of thy fuggan (food) for bucca (a sprite),
Or bad luck to thee, to-morrow!'\textsuperscript{76}

Of course he does no such thing. He eventually falls asleep, when he wakes, he sees the knackers. Some of the features of knacker physiognomy is not only spriggan-like (size, for example), but also, possibly, stereotypical of Jewishness as well:

But when he waked up all was quiet. He rubbed his eyes, and lookan away in the end, where it was nearly dark, he seed scores of knackers restan on their tools. They were miserable, little, old, withered, dried-up creatures—the tallest of them no more than three foot six, or there away, with shanks like drum-sticks, and their arms as long or longer than their legs. They had big ugly heads, with grey or red locks, squintan eyes, hook noses, and mouths from ear to ear. The faces of many were very much like the grim visages on old cloman jugs, so Tom said, and more like those of brutes than Christians.\textsuperscript{77}

This section of the mine is said by the other tinners to be the most haunted, called 'Buckshaft', so-called because 'a black buck goat, or a bucca in the shape of an, was seen to go down there, but never found below'.\textsuperscript{78} From the moment Tom does not heed the reciprocity requested by the knackers, they are always working against Tom, causing a cave in that nearly kills him and also causes him to lose all the tin he had won on tribute, as well as his tools.\textsuperscript{79} He has to go on 'subsist' (money advanced against future wages). Tom is further degraded from being a tributer to a tut-worker, that is, from someone whose wages are based on a percentage of the value of the ore to someone who works for a set amount per fathom driving shafts and clearing valueless 'country rock'. The knackers continue to torment him, and they drive him back to Lelant where he came from, no better off than when he left. Worse, his luck remains so bad that he is forced to take up agricultural work, a fate worse than death or the workhouse in the eyes of a skilled tinner. The narrator of the story comments that 'He had to work to the farmers for a long spell, and, as we all know, every tinner would just as soon go to the workhouse, or union; and for my part I'd rather be tied to a Bull's tail, and suffer the rest, than do either one.'\textsuperscript{80} Tom's wife uses the money she makes from her knitting to hire a pellar (conjuro) with which to drive off Tom's bad luck, and Tom goes back to mining work and in general his fortunes change for the better.\textsuperscript{81}

In the story of Tom Trevorrow, the knackers or mining spirits are assimilated to the world of fairies. The folklore collections of the late nineteenth century generally produce a neat typology of these creatures, which are divided into distinct groups, roughly corresponding to different occupational groupings they normally have dealings with or the types of places they haunt. According to these typologies, each class of fairy stands as a relevant other to a specific occupational grouping, each has a specific sort of locale or haunt, and each engages in a specific form of relation ranging from benevolent to malicious exchanges with humans.\textsuperscript{82}

Each form of fairy creature represent an inversion of the occupational universe of nineteenth century Cornwall, for each form of occupation there is a fairy other: piskies and spriggans are associated with male agricultural and female domestic work, the unmarked
category, mermaids with sailors and fishermen, and knackers with miners. Correspondingly, spatially there is a complementarity, so that spiggans haunt landscape features that are associated with ancientness, piskies with wildness and unclosed or waste land (and have a loathing of the sea), mermaids with the sea. The knackers are associated with the state of being underground, which is the opposite of the normal state of being 'at grass', above ground. In this sense they are like the piskies, who inhabit the space beyond the enclosed fields of agriculture. But knackers particularly haunt those underground places that are associated with predecessors, 'mines worked before the Flood'. This makes them resemble spiggans, who are associated with ancient above ground ruins and rocks associated with giants as well as, occasionally, holes in the ground.

In this story, the relations of knackers with humans is one of refused reciprocity. The miner is working a tribute pitch, and the knackers demand a tribute themselves, a small one, which he refuses. Having refused this tribute, his own tribute pitches and luck fail. This association with tribute pitches is crucial, for the knackers, like spiggans, guard wealth, but they guard wealth of a very specific kind: wealth in its natural form, ore.

Knackers are 'hybrid race between ordinary ghosts and elves'. They are liminal between two systems of alterity. On the one hand, they remain connected to the Jews of the earlier miners, on the other, like other fairies they are perceived to be connected to other forms of alterity, especially nature. This double alterity is expressed in their relationship to wealth. Knackers are insistently associated with productive lodes, therefore they are surefire guides to paying tribute pitches. A tribute pitch makes wealth a function both of the universe of exchange and the universe of production, culture and nature. If 'Jewish ghosts' are spirits of exchange, it might be said that fairies are nature spirits par excellence, and therefore spirits of production, human interaction with nature. This hybrid of the nature spirit and figure of exchange expresses to some extent the way that wealth and risk for a miner working a tribute pitch is both a function of contract (exchange) and the position of lodes, natural wealth, in the rock (production).

As the story of Tom Trevorrow makes clear, the knackers are not simply underground spirits, they are occupational spirit others for miners, who bleed into other categories of fairies in the same way a human worker, like Tom, might move between different occupations. But knackers are not simply spirits of mining, they are spirits who are really relevant only to a certain class of miners, those working a tribute contract. That is, those whose wage contract makes their wages a function of risk, both natural and social. Just as the tribute wage contract itself is in part an expression of a contract between humans, the miner and the mine captain, the stories of knackers make the success of a tribute contract simultaneously the product of a similar contract with nature in the form of the knackers. In the story of Tom Trevorrow, it is simple use-values in the form of food that Tom should exchange for success in mining, but in the next story I want to discuss, the miners make a separate tribute contract with nature in the form of the knackers, who assume a passive role similar to mine adventurer. The moral of the story again is one in which greed and the desire for infinite gain leads to a refusal of reciprocity, breaking the contract with the spirits. The story begins:

At Ransom Mine the 'Knockers' were always very active in their subterranean operations. In every part of the mine their 'knockings' were heard, but most especially were they busy in one particular end. There was a general impression that great wealth must exist at this part of the 'lode'. Yet, notwithstanding the inducements of very high 'tribute' were held out to the miners, no pair of men could be found brave enough to venture on the ground of the 'Bockles'. An old man and son, called Trenwilt, who lived near Bosprevis, went out one midsummer eve, about midnight, and watched until they saw the 'Smee People' bringing up the shining ore. It is said they were possessed of some secret by which they could communicate with the fairy people. Be this as it may, they told the little miners that they would save them all the trouble of breaking down the ore, that they would bring 'to grass' for them, one-tenth of the 'richest stuff', and leave it properly dressed, if they would quietly give up this end. An agreement of some kind was come to. The old man and his son took the 'pitch', and in short time realized much wealth. The old man never failed to keep to his bargain, and leave a tenth of the ore for his friends. He died. The son was avaricious and selfish. He sought to cheat the Knockers, but he ruined himself by so doing. The 'lode' failed; nothing answered with him; disappointed, he took to drink, squandered all the money his father had made, and died a beggar.

The knacker or knocker spirit is a hybrid other, a specifically capitalist spirit both having elements related to exchange and production, exchange value and use value, expressed in its dual identity as ghost of Jewish miner and underground nature spirit. But the function of these spirits as guardians of wealth is particularly to guard wealth in its
natural form, the riches of the earth, ore and not money, theirappings are always a positive sign, not of danger but of wealth, of the motherlode or an impending lucky struck. And, as nature spirits, they express the element of risk involved in certain wage contract systems, the tribute contract where wages are functions both of natural and social variables. In these stories they are presented as a separate group with which a miner working a tribute pitch must make a separate tribute contract, a contract with the underground spirits of the rock that parallels the contract he made with the captain of the mine 'at grass'.

In the new world, Tommyknockers lost most associations with elves and fairies as well as Jews, instead being associated with the ghosts of dead miners. As they made this transition, they became less like mischievous, occasionally helpful spriggans and piskies guarding the wealth of the earth, and more like omens, hunches and ghosts, signs of danger and death.

TOMMYKNOCKERS

To finish this story, we must follow the knackers and the miners they haunted to the New World. The Cornish knackers were the only Old World mining spirits to get on board the boats to America. When they arrived, like many immigrants they changed their name, to 'tommyknackers', and cast off their Jewish ethnicity and associations with fairies. Thus restyled, they were soon found in every mine, even those unpopulated by the people who brought them, the Cornish miners, themselves now known as 'Cousin Jacks'. Of the dozens of kinds of mining spirits in the Old World, all were stay-at-homes but the knackers, who proved as mobile as the Cousin Jacks themselves. In fact, the tommyknackers in the New World outlived their Old World predecessors, the knackers.

The tommyknackers ruled the supernatural world of hard rock mining in much the same way that the Cousin Jacks ruled the natural world of mining. Just as the Cornish associated their ethnicity with skill in mining, monopolizing skilled positions in the hard rock mines of the New World and their techniques and terminology came to dominate the labour process of mining, so their spirits came to have authority over all the hard rock mines, no matter who worked them. If, as a common Western American adage had it, 'a mine is a hole in the ground with a Cornishman at the bottom', then presumably any spirits in that hole would also be Cornish. Tommyknackers and knackers in both Cornwall and the New World even keep pace with the changes of technology of mining, like the Cousin Jacks themselves. By contrast, the other European immigrants who entered the mines of the New World were primarily unskilled in hard rock mining and from agricultural backgrounds.

In this process, of course, both the Cornish and their spirits changed to adapt to new circumstances. The nature of these mining spirits changed too, no longer indicating rich lodes of ore and 'lucky strikes', but rather the presence of danger. They also left behind their associations with Jews as well as fairies, and came to be associated with the ghosts of dead miners more generally. A good representative of this change is Anthony Fitch's poem 'Tommy Knockers':

'Av you 'eard of the Tommy Knockers
In the deep dark mines of the West,
Which Cornish miners 'ear?
An' 'tis no laughin' jest.
For I am a Cornish miner,
An' I'll tell you of it today.
The knock-knock-knock of the tiny pick,
As we work in the rocks and clay.

Pick, pick, pick.
'As some one be'ind us knocked?
Pick, pick, pick—
No, 'tis the souls of dead miners locked,
For they're locked in the earthen wall,
Those that found death down there,
And 'tis the knock-knock-knock of their pick
Wh'ich makes on end stand our 'air.

An' we leave the 'aunted place,
For we won't work w'e're they be,
An' w'erever we 'ear them knockin'
We sure will always flee.
For it means w'oe'er hears it
Will be the next in line,
For the pick-pick-pick of the Tommy Knockers
Is the last an' awful sign.

With a tributing system of wage contract, like that common in Cornwall and found for a time also in various New World mines, the risk assumed by the miner is a function of both natural and conventional factors. On the one hand, since the miner is paid a proportion expressed in shillings to the pound of the value of all ore he raises, natural features of the mine, such as the presence or absence of
lodes and the uneveness of the distribution of ore in lodes add a significant element of chance to his wages. On the other hand, since the specific rate of tribute (in shillings to the pound of the value of the ore) itself is a negotiation, another kind of game, between worker and manager, the risk is partially constituted in cultural, conventional, terms. Risk then is related to wealth, fantasies of lucky strikes and mother lodes, and it is generated on the basis of variables both natural and conventional. The hybrid nature spirit (knacker) who is also a spirit of exchange (the ghost of a dead Jew) expresses the hybrid nature of the risk they superintend. However, with change to hourly wage contract systems, this game element is removed. If workers have any interest in the ore they are raising now, it is primarily in the form of 'high-grading' (stealing the richer ore to process at home).93 Primarily the risk associated with mining is no longer a matter of wealth, it is purely a matter of personal safety. With this change, knockers lose all associations with guarding wealth and come to be assimilated to a different branch of mining superstition, omens or hunches.94 At the same time, the knockers come to be precisely the ghosts of miners who have died as a result of cave-ins.

But these mining spirits had other functions before they died out, perhaps a victim of electrical lighting, perhaps a victim of changing modern notions of nature. The Cousin Jacks staked their claims to skill by identifying their ethnic essence with technical expertise underground, and the natural empire of Cousin Jack was identical to the supernatural empire of the Tommyknocker underground. But where the Cousin Jacks made their claim to authority over production on ethnic grounds by identifying ethnicity with technical authority, they had sharp competition from the Irish workers, who, it was said, controlled mines by their ethnic knack at politics above ground much as the Cousin Jacks ruled it below ground by their technical skill. Mines soon became divided between Cousin Jack mines and Irish mines, and conflicts that produced these divisions were sharp. Not all of the danger in mining, then, was natural. The last ghost story I want to tell, collected by Caroline Bancroft in Colorado in 1945, expresses these ethnic conflicts over the labour markets of mining.

Up on Jones Hill on the way to Nevadaville is the prize Seuderberg mine. Back in 1868 a man by the name of Connelly who was a great co-getter had a quarrel with a Cousin Jack by the name of Gleason over the end line. Gleason had a tribute pitch on the Prize and Connelly was leasing the Seuderberg . . . One night when Gleason was climbing the shaft after the day's work, Connelly leaned over the collar and shot him. Connelly never paid for his crime as these mines were in the Irish end of town and all Connelly's compatriots refused to testify against him. Gleason's body fell to the bottom of the shaft, was shattered to bits and his spirit roams the Prize mine to this day demanding that justice be done. No Cousin Jack who understands the language will work there because they can't bear his beseeching them to do something about his case.95

In this final story, the mining ghosts have moved from being anonymous ethnic others, the ghosts of dead Jews, to named ghosts of the ethnic self, a murdered Cousin Jack named Gleason, both in very different ways expressing the relationship of ethnicity to production. Now the ghosts of named Cornish miners could become a sign of the ethnic processes by which the Cornish were banished from mines.

CONCLUSION
In the Old World, the Cornish had been involved in various occupations—mining, farming and fishing—but in the New World, the Cousin Jack was a hard rock miner. Those Cornish in the New World who were not hard rock miners in effect (it might be argued) ceased to be Cornish. This reformulation of Cornish ethnicity, involving claims to a monopoly of technical mining skills, was especially addressed to the Irish, who were felt to have political powers outside of the point of production that gave them unfair advantages over the naturally more qualified Cousin Jacks.96 In the same way, Cornish folklore had been populated with a complex otherworld that mirrored the features of this world, primarily consisting of fairies, each fairy type of which corresponded to some sector of the normal world, in particular occupational types. The knackers were merely one fairy among many in the Old World. But just as Cornish farmers and fishermen either became Cousin Jack miners or became lost in a sea of Britons in the New World, so the knackers were the only fairies to get on the boat, and as they did, they left their fairy identity behind. Tommyknockers were, temporally as well as geographically, far-removed from their erstwhile 'Jewish' ancestors.
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